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Bogren Digital AmpKnob RevC
A One-Knob Revolution For Album-Ready Guitars

The AmpKnob RevC by Bogren Digital offers a unique approach to amp simulation
plug-ins. The plug-in has been created with one thing in mind: Providing its users
the shortest path from a musical idea to laying down album-ready guitars.
To achieve this, Jens Bogren has personally designed the entire sound chain to offer
bone-crushing guitar sounds with minimal adjustment required. Where most other
amp sim plug-ins give their users myriads of options that can be distracting and
inhibit creativity, the AmpKnob RevC is equipped with a single control - the Gain
knob. Everything else has been taken care of by Jens Bogren. With Jens' decades of
recording experience poured into the sound design, users can focus entirely on their
creativity.
The AmpKnob RevC is based on the Unholy Grail of rock and metal guitar amps - the
iconic treadplated RevC with a pre-500 serial number. It’s a truly iconic sound heard
on countless rock and metal albums since the early 2000s, but Jens Bogren takes
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things a step further. An undisclosed pedal has been added to the recording chain,
for an even tighter low-end response than the amp provides by iteself. The plug-in
is extremely easy to use, but its sonic quality is second to none. Jens Bogren has
already used it for actual album releases.
AmpKnob RevC is available immediately at introductory pricing from Bogren
Digital's own webshop and select dealers. The introductory price - valid through
May 29, 2022 - is USD 44.99 / EUR 39.99 / GBP 34.99. After the introductory period,
the AmpKnob RevC will be sold at the full price of USD 54.99 / EUR 49.99 / GBP
43.99. A free and fully-functional 10-day trial version of the AmpKnob RevC is
available at Bogren Digital's website.
https://bogrendigital.com
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